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the andalusian elite units of granadan warriors (most notably the famous naragansett )
have been upgraded, specifically with access to the bladed axe, a much more powerful

weapon than its poleaxe counterpart, though still no match for the more powerful
longswords common in their regions. in general, a melee-oriented, pike-heavy cavalry
is best suited for andalusia, while the powerful archers of castile, navarre, and aragon
remain the undisputed masters of ranged combat. the elite of ruritania, the rousillians
have the finest land forces of any faction. though they enjoy the high ground and can

use their impressive artillery to devastating effect, they have no melee options outside
of the jumpfoist that they generally hide. most of them are spearmen, while artillery
troops are common. the rousillians also have a unique specialist, and a very rare and

powerful melee unit called a "guardsman"; while rough at first, they have four
additional attacks in a melee. rousillon is predominantly a defensive force, relying on

their artillery, hidden archers, and high ground to hold off attacks from the other
factions. though they rely on ranged attacks, the french have a bit of melee power

behind their vassals. the dieulde and bretons can field two-handed spears, but can also
use their cavalry to quickly close the gap, while the flemish, who have a similar cavalry
to the bretons, can field lances and swordsmen who work well together. saxon infantry

are extremely effective and have good social conversion rates, allowing them to
quickly convert from peaceful to military status.
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it was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the
age of wisdom, it was the age of foolishness, it was the

epoch of belief, it was the epoch of incredulity, it was the
season of light, it was the season of darkness, it was the

spring of hope, it was the winter of despair, we had
everything before us, we had nothing before us, we were all

going direct to heaven when we died, we were all going
direct the other way when we died. so here we have a highly-

themed, realistically-realized medieval environment with a
wide variety of weapons to choose from. not only can you

choose from 4 different character classes, but you can also
switch between a ranged, melee or dual-wielder at any time.
exploration is a big part of this game, as the underworld and
the world above are fully accessible by foot at any time, and
weapons and armor can be salvaged to find a range of new

items, including potions and other items. there are three
modes, conquest, rebellion and duke, all of which are the
same except for the amount of difficulty and reward. the

main story will follow a side story called the rebellion of the
wild, which is an optional campaign that leads to a class-

specific ending, where you can change your main character,
acquire new weapons and explore a new area. there are also

two other mini-campaigns called the road to war and cold
steel. the road to war is a story that progresses as the main
story, albeit with branching pathways, while cold steel tasks
you with a one-hundred-fifty-word best cbd gummies promo

code quest, with each story leading you to a new ending,
and every worldpath will be taken by you. 5ec8ef588b
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